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WINNER
TRANSDEV DUBLIN LIGHT RAIL
TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE IRELAND
Red Light Safety Cameras

New UK Parliamentary
Under-Secretary of State
of Transport Paul Maynard
told the Global Light Rail
Awards “you definitely have
a supporter here today” at
the glittering ceremony at
London’s Honourable Artillery
Company on 5 October.
Joining the evening's
new host, BBC transport
correspondent Paul Clifton,
the Minister said he looked
forward to working with
industry trade organisation
UKTram to drive down
costs, adding “I’m not
new to the sector as I
have seen the tramway
develop in Blackpool and
its importance to the
community… I want there
to be more and more
systems competing to win
these awards”.

2016 SUPPORTERS
First Tram Operations
UKTram
Keolis
Mott Macdonald
Bombardier
Transportation
MPT
North Star
Consultancy
Shoosmiths
Midland Metro
Alliance
Light Rail Transit
Association
All images courtesy of Jon Hill.

Dublin’s Luas tramway has a history of motor
vehicle drivers trying to squeeze through lightcontrolled junctions, causing emergency brake
applications and collisions… and therefore putting
people at risk as well as causing disruption.
The judges were impressed to see an authority
and an operator working hand-in-hand with the
police to use existing camera technology to
deliver penalties to drivers who run red lights and
deliver swift penalties. This is something that is
now building on the existing ‘4 Es of Road Safety’
strategy (engineering, education, enforcement
and evaluation) already used by the system.
Following the introduction of the red light
camera initiative alongside safety campaigning
on this tramway in the Irish capital, road traffic
collisions with Luas trams were reduced by 25%
between July 2015 and the same period in 2016
and even greater reductions are expected.
Neil Menzies, Transdev Dublin’s Environment
and Sustainability Manager, said: “The Luas
team are delighted to have received this award;
it is testament to the hard work and devotion
of staff from both Transdev Dublin Light Rail

WINNER

and Transport Infrastructure Ireland. Over the
last few years the two have worked together to
analyse the safety statistics and tackle black
spot areas where improvements could be made.
“The red light camera project was a major
outcome of this process and involved the
camera being installed at one of our hot spot
junctions for road traffic collisions where it
automatically takes a picture of a road vehicle
that breaks a red light crossing the tram
tracks, sending this information onto An Garda
Siochana so that it can be processed as a fine
with penalty points for the driver.”
Mott MacDonald Divisional Director and
LRT Practice Leader David hand presented the
awards in this category.

MPT Manchester Metrolink’s Second City Crossing

Major construction projects need the complete
buy-in from stakeholders to ensure their safe
and efficient completion. As a joint winner in this
category, the MPT consortium (Laing O'Rourke,
VolkerRail and Thales) has introduced a range of
improved training methods, new tools, monitoring
and working practices to keep as many streets
open as possible while Manchester’s GBP80m
(EUR88m) Second City Crossing was built
across 1.6km (one mile) of the city centre –
without dropping their guard on safety.
The new initiatives, the UK system’s
construction consortium said in its entry,
“have collectively enabled MPT to provide a
level of HSQE [Health and safety, quality and

environment] development well in excess of
normal construction good practice.”

BOMBARDIER TRANSPORTATION
HIGHLY
COMMENDED Obstacle Detection Assistance System
Bombardier is delivering the first trams that
scan the track and predict potential hazards.
Around 160 vehicles retrofitted with the Obstacle
Detection Assistance System are now in service
in Frankfurt, Berlin, Marseille and Cologne.
The judges pointed out that this is an
assistance system and will never replace
comprehensive driver training – but it is still
significant in showing that this manufacturer
puts safety at the very heart of its research
and development.
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Project Under EUR50m

Project Over EUR50M

WINNER

WINNER

TRANSPORT FOR GREATER MANCHESTER
Exchange Square Metrolink stop

WEST MIDLANDS COMBINED
AUTHORITY
Birmingham City Centre Extension

Putting a new stop in a busy city centre environment without
unduly upsetting shop owners and residents, while maintaining
decent footfall and access, could well rank as one of the most
complicated engineering challenges imaginable.
This award went to a team that did just that, to budget,
and more than a year ahead of schedule with its Manchester
Metrolink Exchange Square stop – delivered in a tight space
and opened in December 2015. This new stop, on a 600m
extension that is part of the Second City Crossing, gives direct
access to a key central Manchester shopping area. It has also
enabled services from Shaw & Crompton to double, resulting
in a 24% uplift in patronage on Metrolink’s Oldham and
Rochdale line.
Goodie bags, discounts with local stores and even a team of
cheery ‘Elves’ during the Christmas period kept spirits high during
construction. Perhaps more significantly, creating the new stop
resulted in zero reportable incidents under RIDDOR (Reporting
of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations).
Collecting the award on behalf of TfGM, Peter Cushing,
Metrolink Director, said: “I speak on behalf of everyone who
worked on delivering the project, on time and within budget,
when I say that we are all absolutely delighted to pick up
this award. The Exchange Square stop is a fantastic piece of
architecture that not only looks great but serves to provide our
customers with the quality waiting area they deserve.”

ROTTERDAM ELEKTRISCHE TRAM
HIGHLY
COMMENDED Multi-sensory interchange
Stops are traditionally
functional places and while
public art is common, RET
has applied multi-sensory
psychology in the realisation
that if you give passengers
a welcoming, comforting
place, time passes faster.
Accompanying visual
displays, a range of sounds
and music are played at different times of day and at varying
volumes, while aromas are used to help ‘locate’ passengers
and make them feel more at home. The initiative has cost
EUR250 000 but has generated over 100 news stories and
social media coverage that in turn has increased ridership.
Lysander van der Sluis from New Thinking/RET collected
the award.
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This category's winner in 2016 takes the prize for a project that
now provides a crucial link through the core of one of the UK’s
largest cities: Birmingham.
Although itself a comparatively short 1.4km (0.9-mile) twintrack section, the Birmingham City Centre Extension connects
an established system to the city’s principal railway station and
has already added 30% to the total ridership. New Street and
Snow Hill stations are now connected by the tramway.
The scheme has also helped de-clutter public areas –
spurring pedestrianisation of Corporation Street and Upper Bull
Street – to make the West Midlands city a nicer place to visit.
Midland Metro’s city centre extension was officially opened
by Her Majesty the Queen on 30 May; importantly, this new
line is just the first section of a route intended to grow beyond
the three stops already delivered, reaching Birmingham’s
Centenary Square in 2019 and Edgbaston in 2021.
Cllr Roger Lawrence, lead member for transport for the
WMCA, said: “This project is the result of a lot of hard work by
a dedicated team of professionals, so these awards are richly
deserved and I am delighted.
“The Metro extension was an extremely complicated project
which, now it is completed, is delivering great benefits while
passenger numbers have risen sharply, not least because of
the introduction of contactless payment which is a speedy and
convenient way of paying for travel on the Metro.”

HIGHLY COMMENDED PESA Krakowiak
PESA was recognised by
the judges for meeting an
almost impossibly tight
deadline for bringing a new
vehicle to market in order to
guarantee European funding.
Engineering solutions were
found that have created
one of the best new trams
in Europe; a high degree of
recycled materials have been used, and lifecycle costs factored
heavily in the design – without affecting the cost of each tram.
The first of the new low-floor design was delivered in June
2015, around a year after signing a contract with the city for
36 vehicles. With a length of 43m it is also the longest tram in
Poland, carrying 300 passengers.
PESA's Piotr Szarafiński collected the honour from Martin
Fleetwood, Partner at category sponsor Shoosmiths.

PROUD TO BE A SPONSOR OF THE 2016

GLOBAL LIGHT RAIL AWARDS
With a team which has advised on many light rail projects, and knows how to deploy the law
to clients’ commercial advantage with practical experience and knowhow, industry
insights and (dare we say it) fun, Shoosmiths LLP is proud to be a sponsor of the
2016 Global Light Rail Awards “Project of the Year Over €50m” category.

03700 86 87 88 | www.shoosmiths.co.uk

Supplier of the Year

Connecting communities
Daily travel within 70 cities
has been improved by
Mott MacDonald’s light rail
expertise. For more than
30 years we’ve been
helping our clients deliver
efficient, affordable and
environmentally responsible
light rail systems, making
travel easier for all,
enhancing life now and
for future generations.
mottmac.com
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Outstanding Engineering Achievement
WINNER

TRANSPORT DESIGN INTERNATIONAL ULR Express

With its ULR Express, and working with
fellow UK company Severn Lamb, Transport
Design International (TDI) has turned a new
design concept into an in-service vehicle
in only 18 months. Drawing from both the
aerospace and automotive industries, the
new railcar is 40% lighter and up to 50%
cheaper than a comparable 120-passenger
vehicle and incorporates hybrid traction
technology in a package that is almost
infinitely configurable. Operating costs are
also significantly lower than a conventional
Diesel Multiple Unit driving car.
The first ULR Express was a 65km/h
(40mph) capable 18m vehicle for Turkey
that entered service in 2016 – but the judges
recognised the flexibility of its modular
design and its potential for everything from
rural branch lines to city circulators. Single
and bi-directional versions of this new type
of vehicle are possible, as are variants built
for standard or narrow gauge; different
forms of propulsion are also possible.
TDI Managing Director Martin Pemberton
said of the award: "We are very excited to
receive this award and be recognised by our
peers for what I believe is a game-changing
addition to the current stable of light rail
vehicles available in the market today.

“The ULR Express is the prelude to our
next-generation railcar Revolution VLR
which is aimed firmly at the home market
to address the current shortage of smaller
scale, self-powered, energy efficient
vehicles capable of operating along branch
lines in a cost efficient manner. This
development work is being supported by
RSSB through two co-funded programmes:
Radical Train and Vehicle Dynamics which
we hope will enable us to launch a
pre-series demonstrator by 2018."
Mr Pemberton received the award from
Keolis' Bid Director Florian Le Loroux.

Supplier of the Year
WINNER

PESA
HIGHLY
COMMENDED Krakowiak
The first recognition of PESA’s new
Krakowiak tram of the evening showed
how the firm has raised the bar again
in its relatively short time in the light
rail industry. Claiming the title of the
longest tram in Poland, the Krakowiak
was created to meet its host system’s
tight streets. Not only does this new
vehicle for the southern city of Krakow
meet every world design and safety
standard – but it also marks a step
change in passenger comfort too.
The new vehicle was well-received
by the judges, also being ‘Highly
Commended’ in the Project of the Year
Over EUR50m category.

Sponsored by
BOSCH
HIGHLY
COMMENDED ENGINEERING

MOTT MACDONALD

This firm has an expert team in just about
every discipline and is constantly innovating.
Operating to the highest ethical standards,
Mott MacDonald is engaged by cities and
operators all over the world, supports
apprenticeship and training schemes and
provides valuable insight from its work to
help the entire industry raise its game.
Mott MacDonald now has 180 offices
across 50 countries, and customers over the
previous year have included organisations
as diverse as Copenhagen’s transport
authority (Denmark), Bergen Bybanen
(Norway), Transport for New South Wales
(Australia), Los Angeles Streetcar (US) as
well as many others within the UK.
One customer’s testimonial was simple:
“One day all consultants will prepare
reports like this!”
The firm’s 2016 win adds to its ongoing
success at the event, marking the seventh
year in a row that the UK-headquartered

Sponsored by

consultancy organisation has been
recognised.
On receiving the award from Keolis UK
CEO Alistair Gordon, David Hand, Divisional
Director and LRT Practice Leader, said:
“We are very honoured and humbled to
have retained this prestigious award, which
recognises the commitment, innovation and
skills of our staff working on projects across
the globe. We thank our many clients from
across the LRT sector for their support.”
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Bosch is a large and diverse company
that has has made its name in the
automotive sector but which also
offers a wide range of products to just
about every facet of the electronics
and mechanical industries.
This year’s Global Light Rail Awards
ceremony recognised a new adaptation
by Bosch from the car world for light
rail – a vision of advanced driver
assistance for light rail operation in
mixed traffic.
Similar to the Bombardier system
also recognised at the Awards, the
firm's Type 1 system offers audio and
visual warnings to drivers of impending
hazards, while the Type 2 system can
automatically apply the brakes if no
intervention by the driver takes place.
As a glimpse into the future of driver
aids, this entry impressed the judges.

Thinking like

a passenger
www.keolis.com

Keolis isis aa leading
leading public transport operator. Established in 16
Keolis
15 countries, Keolis possesses
possesses an
an unparalleled
unparalleled range
range ofof
expertise toto support
support the goals of local transport authorities and deliver world class services toto the
expertise
the communities
communities they
they serve.
serve.
As
a
multi-modal
operator,
Keolis
offers
a
new
passenger
experience
through
seamless
end-to-end
journeys.
As a multi-modal
end-to-end journeys.
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Best Environmental and Sustainability Initiative
WINNER

LOS TRANVÍAS DE ZARAGOZA

In just three years
the tramway in
Zaragoza, Spain, has
confirmed its place
as one of the world’s
great tramways.
Carrying its 100
millionth passenger
in 2016, line 1 has
reduced motor traffic
in Zaragoza’s city centre by a third, and now accounts
for a quarter of all journeys made in the city despite
being just 7% of the total public transport mileage.
The city now exceeds the most stringent World Health
Organisation directives on urban air quality and of 200
cities studied worldwide, Spain’s fifth most populous
ranks seventh in the list of least congested.
Fare evasion is virtually non-existent, and there are
plans underway for a second, east-west, route to build on
the success of the first 12.8km (eight-mile) first tramline.
Collecting the award with Teresa Artigas of the City of
Zaragoza, from Bombardier's Head of UK LRT Business
Development Steve Barke, Ana M. Moreno, General
Manager commented: “This award is a great success for
Los Tranvías de Zaragoza, as well as for the City Council
and all the citizens. The city is already started thinking
about its future, and we are looking forward to line 2.”

HIGHLY COMMENDED

The UK’s Metrolink is getting a second
line through Manchester city centre,
and creating it has seen the highest
standards of environmental protection:
95% of the waste materials have been
recycled, and innovative noise mitigation
measures meant there were just six noise
complaints in over 18 months – despite
over 95 weeks of 24-hour working in a
busy central city location. A significant
achievement was the installation of
over 70 fixings to third-party properties,
including homes, on the night shift.
Again, no complaints were received.
Additional staff training was given
around habitat sensitivity during the
‘Leaving a
Legacy Without
Leaving a
Footprint’
programme,
including the
retention of a
greater number
of trees than
in the original
specification.

Best Customer Initiative
WINNER

Sponsored by

NATIONAL EXPRESS MIDLAND METRO
Contactless and smart payment initiatives
National Express Midland
Metro recently introduced
a way for passengers to
pay for their travel using
contactless cards or their
smartphone – a first for a
UK tramway. The change
was brought in at the same
time as the tramway’s BCCE
project opened – and just
two months in, 11% of fares were already being collected this way.
That is quite a change from Midland Metro’s previous system
of cash-only fares for tram travel – and it is a revolution that was
brought in, literally, overnight. The result is that ticketing has
become much simpler for customers, and so it seems this is an
innovation likely to be adopted by other operators too.
Midland Metro Managing Director, Ben Ackroyd, said: “We knew
this change was something passengers wanted, and our boldness
has paid off. Over half a million passengers travelled on the tram in
September 2016 - that’s the highest ever, and 23% up on last year.”
North Star Director of Light Rail Operations Michaela Keating
presented the prizes in this category.
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MPT
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HIGHLY COMMENDED
TRIMET
The Portland-Milwaukie LRT
Project offers many lessons
for any new-build project. As
the entry explained, TriMet's
approach “resulted in the first
known eco-track in the US,
eight structures with ecoroofs, a multi-modal bridge
that balances environmental
and navigational needs, 286
stormwater basins and swales,
more than USD65m in active
transportation improvements,
and much more.”
Although no-one from
TriMet was able to make
the London ceremony, Scott
Nance from the agency told
TAUT: “We believe the MAX
Orange Line employed an
industry-leading approach to
sustainable design, with early
and ongoing commitments
made to the inclusion of
sustainable practices.”

METROLINK RATP DEV
HIGHLY
COMMENDED Metrolink Customer Ambassadors
Passenger disruption is difficult
to avoid during major works, but
by introducing more dedicated
customer service staff at the
pinch points of the Second City
Crossing through its ‘friendly
face’ Customer Ambassador
programme, Metrolink’s operator
has had remarkably few
complaints. On the contrary, many compliments were received from
passengers made to feel part of the process of extending the system.

HIGHLY
COMMENDED

EDINBURGH TRAMS
Airport Tram Lounge

Delivered in a short space of
time and for very little upfront
cost, this initiative impressed the
judges in remedying a shortfall
of the original construction of
the Edinburgh Tramway, the lack
of visibility for passengers at the
city’s busy business airport.
An old tram mock-up gathering
dust in a local bus depot has been
given a new life – by being turned into a state-of-the-art lounge with
uncapped Wi-Fi, iPads for free internet access and a place to buy
your tickets for the tram, all within the airport terminal.

Rail Strategic Advice

www.northstarconsultancy.com
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In its 11th year, the Light Rail Awards now firmly deserves its Global
title with entries and guests from all four corners of the planet.
'Pick a card, any
card...' Metrolink
RATP Dev
Managing Director
Chris Coleman
impresses his
team with a
few tricks at
the pre-Awards
Champagne
Reception.

Both of the Judges'
Special Award
recipients received
a standing ovation
from the audience

Global Light Rail
Awards judge Ian
Brown (left) and
UKTram General
Manager James
Hammett share a joke
early in the night.

Edinburgh Trams
Engineering
Manager Colin
Kerr celebrated
with his team into
the early hours!

First Tram Operations
Managing Director
John Rymer has seen
many changes in his
20 years with the
Croydon tramway and
received the Judges
Special Award in 2016.
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First-class food
and fine wine
saw the guests
in good spirits:
Paul Russell
and Amanda
O'Donoghue from
CIRAS.

The teams from KeolisAmey Docklands and Docklands
Light Railway celebrated multiple successes on the
night, taking home a number of the top honours.

Paolo Carbone and Transdev
Ireland Managing Director
Gerry Madden toast the win for
Dublin's Luas tramway.

The jovial MPT team took
home another brace of
awards for their work on
Manchester Metrolink

New UK Rail Minister Paul Maynard
was particularly pleased that
the tramway in his Blackpool
constiutency picked up an award
(he wasn't on the juding panel!)

2016 host Paul
Clifton did a superb
job of keeping the
awards ceremony
to timetable – the
importance of
which he was keen
to point out as a
regular rail user
himself...

The winners photograph
showing all those recognised
on the night has become
somewhat of a tradition!
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Technical Innovation
(Infrastructure)
WINNER
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METROLINK RATP DEV Opto-isolation module
Electromagnetic
Interference
can interrupt
communications
between
substations
and a Network
Management
Centre (NMC)
with horrendous consequences; at its worst, this problem
set 1000 alarms off per day across the Metrolink network.
Aside from other issues, this was a significant drain on the
Signal and Telecoms team which had to physically attend
each site in the case of a communications failure.
The opto-isolation module designed and built by
RATP Dev Engineer Scott Jibson avoids such problems
by converting the electrical signal into light. With no
electrical current, there can be no electrical interference.
The alternative of new fibre optic wiring could have seen a
huge bill, but in just nine months the module has been fully
tested and is now being rolled out across the network.
Mr Jibson told TAUT: “I believe there is a solution to
every problem. The opto-isolation module is such a simple
device but it has made a significant impact on the daily
operation of the NMC. I was extremely proud to have been
recognised with this award and more importantly that the
device I developed was able to offer colleagues a solution
to a problem that was becoming a real safety concern.”

CECENCE
HIGHLY
COMMENDED Lightweight overhead line equipment
Already part of the UKTram Low Impact Light Rail innovation
competition, UK-based composites company Cecence was a late entry,
but one that excited the judges with the potential applications for its new
thermoformable epoxy resin system.
The use of composites in vehicles and infrastructure is far from new,
but Cecence’s next-generation materials have excellent shock resistance
and durability, low moulding temperatures and the advantage that they
can be reformed easily after an original shape has been set. They have the
potential to dramatically reduce lifecycle costs across the sector.

HIGHLY COMMENDED PLURA COMPOSITES POLYsade
Plura Composites has developed a new form of palisade fencing and
gate made of composite glass strand/polyester resin material – which is
both light and strong. This lightness means they can be installed more
quickly than steel alternatives – thereby reducing disruption – and while
the initial cost of the fencing is higher than alternatives, it is believed that
whole life costs are lower. Plus, the new fencing panels are naturally
non-corrosive, and a 45-year minimum life is expected.
Although unable to attend the ceremony, Plura Composites Business
Development Director Andrew Wright told TAUT: “We are particularly
delighted to recieve this award as we set ourselves out as 'innovators'
from the onset and as British manufacturers we see this as a big tick for
the investment we have made."

KEOLISAMEY DOCKLANDS
HIGHLY
COMMENDED Guideway Overlays
‘Non-Communicating Trains’ are caused by lock-ups or wheel slips that
cause a train to lose its link to control. This can be a disaster for a busy
automated system in peak hours, also causing safety issues.
Working with Thales, DLR Limited and operator KeolisAmey Docklands
now use Guideway Overlays that have helped slash Non-Communicating
Trains by two-thirds over the past year. The technology is a further
adaptation of Thales’ SelTrac moving-block signalling system.

Technical Innovation (Rolling Stock)

Sponsored by

WINNER

HIGHLY COMMENDED

KEOLISAMEY DOCKLANDS
Self-powered rail condition monitoring

METROLINK RATP DEV
Anti-vandalism measures

Conducting physical inspections of vital
rolling stock traction components is a
time-consuming process. So Docklands
Light Railway operator KeolisAmey Docklands
has partnered with another organisation
(UK-based technology firm Perpetuum) to
harness vibration energy and develop a real-time, condition-based wear monitoring
system that gives live data and alerts if wear falls outside set parameters. What is
more, this robust self-powered rail condition monitoring system for track motors
can be installed in just 15 minutes – and it removes the need for hundreds of hours
of inspection time and this associated cost.
The DLR operator says its “decision to mount sensors on the vibration source on
the train provides the earliest possible alerts to potentially catastrophic bearing
failures, allowing the system to improve safety across the fleet.”
Plus, KeolisAmey Docklands reports, other transport companies (both within the
UK and
and not
limited
purely to light .rail
operations) are now exploring
XX overseas
/ DECEMBER
2013
www.tramnews.net
www.lrta.org
the technology that has been pioneered on eastern London’s light rail system for
adoption elsewhere.
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In a spate of attacks over the past 12 months,
vandals found a weakness in the light fittings
in Manchester tram saloons, and plunged
them and their passengers into darkness.
At its peak, five or six vehicles were being
targeted each night, causing severe disruption
to services while repairs were made.
A solution was designed in-house and
retrofitted to the fleet in just five weeks and at
a cost of less than GBP20 000 (EUR22 000) –
and there have been no more instances of this
type of anti-social behaviour since.
As a testimonial, Danny Vaughn, Head of
Operations at Transport for Greater Manchester,
said: “This simple solution to what was
becoming a growing concern was extremely
effective... it proves that innovation doesn’t have
to be overly complicated or time consuming."

Manufacturer of the Year
WINNER

CAF

The Spanish manufacturer's
current order book across the
entire rail sector totals
a record EUR6bn; it has
major manufacturing
capabilities not only in its
home country, but also North,
central and South America,
as well as across Europe. It is
one of the pioneers of cantenary-free operation and the judging panel were
impressed by the firm’s flexibility, as well as its innovation and commitment to
the environment.
In the light rail sector CAF recently delivered the world’s longest trams to
Budapest (nearly 56m) and its technology will soon see the UK’s first wire-free
trams hit the streets of Birmingham. Other recent activities have included the
launch of catenary-free operation in Kaohsiung (Taiwan), and the unveiling
of the first tram for Saint-Étienne (France). In the heavy rail sector it has
seen recent success in the UK with the announcement of new trains for both
Northern Rail and Transpennine.
The award was collected by Richard Garner, Business Development Director
CAF UK & Ireland, who said: “This is fantastic news for CAF; it is great to
see the projects which CAF has been involved with in the UK and overseas
being recognised by eminent judges as achieving world-class status. We are
absolutely delighted.”

The Midland Metro Alliance is
a team of planning, design and
construction specialists building
four new tram extensions over
the coming decade across the
West Midlands.

Sponsored by
BROOKVILLE EQUIPMENT
HIGHLY
COMMENDED CORPORATION
Already a very successful heritage vehicle
moderniser for systems across North America, in
2015 Brookville Equipment Corporation delivered
its first Liberty low-floor car to its home US market.
A wire-free version was built in in a partnership
with the City of Dallas to enable running across an
historic bridge in the city – and the success of the
design can be seen in the contracts being placed
for the vehicles. Dallas ordered two more, Detroit
ordered six, Milwaukee four and Oklahoma City five.
Options exist across these cities for another 20.
The judges noted: “As the US urban streetcar
revolution gathers pace, Brookville is rapidly
becoming the partner of choice.”
Chairman
Dalph McNeil
collected
the award
from Midland
Metro Alliance
Director
Alejandro
Moreno.

We have a number of exciting
career opportunities for those
who share our values and passion
as we extend the tram network
across the region.
To view our vacancies, visit
www.metroalliance.co.uk

Get your
career on track
The alliance comprises the West Midland
Combined Authority, which owns the
Metro; a consortium of design experts
from Egis, Tony Gee and Pell Frischmann;

and construction specialists Colas Rail
– with Colas Rail’s sub-alliance partners
Colas Ltd, Barhale, Thomas Vale and
Auctus Management Group.
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Employee/Team of the Year
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WINNER
NEXUS RAIL MAINTENANCE TEAM
The winter of 2015-16 saw hurricane
winds, flooding and prolonged frozen
spells devastate transport in the north
of England, but the Tyne & Wear Metro
system kept running; according to Nexus,
the local Passenger Transport Executive,
its infrastructure saw almost no minutes of
delay due to the adverse weather conditions.
Much of that was down to planning: the
Nexus response to winter includes snow
trains, icicle patrols, gritting, rapid response
teams – and longer-term moves such as
sourcing point heaters from Scandinavia
(point availability has been 100% since they
were fitted some five years ago).
Also part of the action plan is a
dedicated incident room, even supplying
hot food and drinks to those who braved
storm conditions to have lines open.
Its close-knit maintenance teams have
even found time to assist other rail
operators in the region get back on track.
For example, in December 2015 when
Storm Desmond saw a whole factory
roof blown onto the Metro line at Bede in
South Tyneside, the Nexus team worked
in gale force winds to cut up and remove
the debris and restore 500m of damaged
power lines. All this made the Nexus Rail

Maintenance Team a worthy winner of the
2016 Team of the Year.
Cllr Nick Forbes, lead member for
Transport on the North East Combined
Authority, said: “This is a well-deserved
honour for the men and women who work
in sometimes awful weather to keep Metro
passengers on the move.
Raymond Johnstone, Director of Rail
and Infrastructure at Nexus, added: “The
maintenance staff who work on Metro

HIGHLY
COMMENDED NOTTINGHAM EXPRESS TRANSIT

Nottingham’s tramway system has more than doubled in size in
the past 15 months. That has meant doubling staff, new working
hours, new practices and a new approach to social media that
now ranks it best-in-class for passenger communication.
Some 72 customer-facing staff have undertaken Institute
of Customer Service ICS accreditation – and the latest Tram
Passenger Survey shows a 98% customer satisfaction figure.
Indeed, an ICS survey rated the customer service team with the
best ‘complaints index score’ in the UK.
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are a team dedicated to keeping trains on
the move whatever the weather throws
at us, and we are delighted and humbled
to get this recognition from the global
rail industry. Dealing with winter weather
comes down to meticulous planning, but
also sometimes to the skill and experience
of the staff on the ground as the
temperature drops or the wind rises.”
Steve Cocliff from the MPT Consortium
presented the awards in this category.

HIGHLY
COMMENDED LOS TRANVÍAS DE ZARAGOZA

For ten days each year, millions of visitors take part in Zaragoza’s
spectacular Fiestas del Pilar celebrations that mark the city’s
patron saint, which see hundreds of special events and parties
take place in the capital of Spain's Aragon region. Normal
operations go out of the window, to be replaced with 24-hour
running and increased frequencies; stops are decorated and fun
interactive competitions are held onboard the trams. Last year,
1.2 million passengers were carried in those ten days alone –
on just one 12.8km (eight-mile) line.

Delivering a world-class light rail
system for Metrolink across
Greater Manchester

The MPT consortium is responsible
for the design, construction and
maintenance of the £1.5bn
expansion of Manchester Metrolink,
achieving unprecedented success
at the Global Light Rail Awards.

Contact: Bryan Glass, Operations Director
e: bglass@laingorourke.com
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Most Improved System

Sponsored by

WINNER EDINBURGH TRAMS
Two systems were singled
out in this closely-fought
category for 2016; TAUT
Editor Simon Johnston
presented the honours.
Edinburgh Trams’
troubled birth has now
been largely consigned to
the newspaper archives;
99.74% of journeys in
January-June 2016
were completed on time (up on the equivalent period the
year before); customer satisfaction has reached 97%, with
complaints dropping; patronage is up 7%; revenue growth is
10% measured year-on-year; and the line is on target to deliver
an operating profit by the end of 2016, earlier than predicted.
This relative newcomer to the tramway scene has carried
out a number of recent initiatives, including successful trials
of carrying cycles and mobility scooters, app improvements
for the visually impaired and a trial of an early morning airport
service. All have been a success. Services have been improved
in other ways too, having been doubled from ten to five
minutes during morning and evening peaks. An improved
all-day service is to follow, due for launch in December.
General Manager Lea Harrison said: “Building on Operator of
the Year for 2015, Edinburgh Trams are delighted to have been
judged Most Improved System in 2016. This is a great reward
for all the hard work and dedication shown by all of our staff.”

WINNER NOTTINGHAM EXPRESS TRANSIT

Vision of the Year
WINNER
KEOLISAMEY DOCKLANDS
Service Excellence Every Day

For a new operator, making eastern London’s already excellent
Docklands system even better must have been daunting. The
UK’s busiest light railway carried 116m passengers last year –
more than some heavy rail operators – and when KeolisAmey
Docklands took over in December 2014 it did so against a
tough new set of commitments and measures. However,
through industry-leading collaborative working between all
partners, the Docklands Light Railway is now well into its
SEED programme – Service Excellence Every Day.
Today, Transport for London and KAD are inseparable, and
when issues do come up they are dealt with swiftly. One judge
said: “I can’t tell where one organisation starts and the other
ends now. This is how everyone should work together.”
Collecting the award jointly, Claire Mann, DLRL Director,
said “It is a real honour to receive this award jointly with
KAD… it celebrates the fantastic achievement, hard work and
dedication that our people within both businesses have put into
delivering a good service for all customers.”
Kevin Thomas, KAD Managing Director, added: “Our collective
goal is to deliver Service Excellence Every Day for our
customers by providing the reliability and foundation needed to
bring our vision to life. Recognition from our peers is a wonderful
accolade, and something our people can be truly proud of.”

HIGHLY COMMENDED BLACKPOOL TRANSPORT

The system in the UK East Midlands city has been expanded
by two lines that have taken it to 32km (20 miles) and given it
28 new stops – all delivered while the existing route remained
open through a bustling city. Yet a few months after opening,
NET performance levels had returned to 98-99%.
At the same time as the new lines were being delivered, the
opportunity was taken to overhaul just about everything on a
system that was already pretty good – to make it among the
very best in Europe. Trams now glide over the top of the city’s
station, serving a new stop, and out to new southern termini at
Clifton and Toton Lane (near Chilwell). Both new lines opened
in 2015; Transport Focus data collected shortly after their
openings showed customer satisfaction at 98%.
NET General Manager Paul Robinson said: “The award
underlines that we’ve truly achieved one of our key ambitions
– to ensure the transition to a new, greatly expanded network
was seamless and that customer satisfaction remained high.”
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Before 2012 the then
127-year-old tramway
in Blackpool on the UK’s
north-westerly coastline
was run-down and
struggling. Its historic
vehicles were of interest to
tourists and enthusiasts,
but long out of date in
trying to run a modern transport system. Four years on –
and now running a diverse fleet of both modern Bombardier
Flexity 2 and heritage cars – the tramway in this seaside town
is booming, and Blackpool is on the up.
The number of services has climbed 20%, so has patronage,
and now a new link to the town’s main station is under
consideration by the UK’s Secretary of State for Transport.
The staff are so successful in their belief in the tram as a
key element of social inclusion that Blackpool’s approach to
disability awareness has been dubbed ‘the model’ for other UK
transport operators.

Operator of the Year
WINNER
METROLINK RATP DEV
For the past five years
Metrolink has spent most of its
time running services through
building sites all across its
system – but it has still found
time to innovate and lead. It is
now the UK’s largest tramway
network, having tripled in size
over the space of five years.
Passenger numbers have now
reached a record 34m per year.
This year has seen further
challenges as more passengers
than ever ride the trams and
the city the system serves
has hosted more major events
than ever before; one key
achievement was reaching a
vehicle availability figure of
99.99%.
With such a large and still
developing network, it is not
possible to detail all the latest
achievements here. Many
of them were recognised in
other categories, but one
organisation in particular
has been at the sharp end of
ensuring all this works and
that a day-to-day service is
maintained while it does so: the
system’s operator, Metrolink
RATP Dev. The same operator
took home the award in 2013.
Tim Jackson, CEO of RATP
Dev UK said: “Winning Operator

“Winning Operator of the Year again
is testament to the hard work of our
team in Manchester and signifies the
very high quality of customer service”
of the Year again is testament
to the hard work of our team in
Manchester and signifies the
very high quality of customer
service it provides, day-in and
day-out.

“Entries for this category
are judged against tough
passenger-focused criteria and
it’s clear that Metrolink RATP
Dev’s team have earned the
top spot for their dedication

to serving customers in
Manchester.”
Chris Coleman, Managing
Director, added: “I’m
enormously proud of our
operational, engineering and
management teams for doing
so well at the Global Light
Rail Awards. Our wins and
commendations demonstrate
how we’re constantly
innovating to give Manchester a
better tram system.”

HIGHLY COMMENDED
PRE METRO OPERATIONS
In conjunction with London Midland,
Pre Metro Operations runs services
over the Stourbridge Junction –
Stourbridge Town branch, using
innovative vehicles built nearby. It
operates its Parry People Mover
railcars 214 times a day during the
week, 204 times on Saturdays and
82 times each Sunday – and it is
the UK’s smallest licenced Train
Operating Company.
Monthly reliability figures for
the ‘Stourbridge Shuttle’ have only
dipped below 99.4% twice in the
last five years– and even then down
to a still impressive 96.6%. The
unique operation is also so efficient
that it costs less than a sixth of the
heavy rail service it replaced.
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Judges’ Special Award

Sponsored by

WINNER

WINNER

DAVE SKIRROW Senior Operations Expansion Manager,
Metrolink RATP Dev

JOHN RYMER Managing Director,
First Tram Operations

Dave Skirrow (second from left, above) is someone who helped
write the rulebook for modern light rail. Colleagues cite his
enthusiasm even after over 35 years in transport as ‘infectious’
and ‘inspirational’. He has developed protocols and precedents
– and recently came up with a simple, robust, cost-effective
solution to trespass and under-run protection with a new design
that has recently been trialled in Manchester.
In reading his commendation, Global Light Rail Awards host
Paul Clifton said: “Dave Skirrow is a firm charity supporter – as
well as an ideal man to have in your corner when you are in a
jam. The list of testimonials and glowing praise from colleagues,
past and present, reads like a who’s who of British light rail. The
industry would be years behind where it is now without people
like Dave Skirrow.”
Dave began his light rail career in 1993 with Sheffield
Supertram, where he worked for 17 years before joining
Manchester Metrolink. During his time at Sheffield, he led driver
training and standards as part of an eight-strong team brought in
ahead of the launch of the Supertram network which opened in
stages between 1994 and 1995.
He joined Metrolink in 2010, ahead of the start of its ambitious
expansion programme, as an Operations Expansions Manager.
He would go on to oversee the programme which would make
Metrolink the largest light rail network in the UK.
The entire room was rapturous with applause for this most
deserved winner, presented with his award by Light Rail Transit
Association Chairman Andrew Braddock.
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The final award of the evening brought the assembled audience
on their feet again following the first presentation to Dave
Skirrow. John Rymer (second from left, below) has spent 39
years contributing to the improvement of transport in London,
beginning in 1977 as a bus driver in Battersea before being
promoted to various controller and management roles.
His then boss, Sir Peter Hendy, drafted him in to assist with
the UK capital’s new tramway project in 1996, and he became
Managing Director of the new operator in 1998 – a position in
which he remains 18 years later as Managing Director of First
Tram Operations.
Host Paul Clifton said: “It must have been quite bewildering
watching a new tramway take shape from a house, purchased
as part of the Transport Act, that overlooked a cemetery. A new
depot building was soon constructed and he moved into a shell
of an office. John personally helped move the first trams inside –
despite there being no overhead lines or power yet!
“He is recognised as a fantastic investor in people and has
been instrumental in the creation of a nationally-recognised
qualification for tram drivers and controllers. Always leading
by example, he is committed to mentoring others to reach their
potential, and everyone who has worked with him recognises his
commitment to his teams and his willingness to roll his sleeves
up and muck in. This includes shovelling snow in freak weather
conditions and rescuing stranded drivers when rioters took
control of the streets his system serves.”

PROUD SUPPORTERS OF

UKTram is the trade body for Light Rail & Guided Transport Systems in the
British Isles. We represent and work with modern and heritage tramways,
light railways, metros, ULR and PRT systems, including:
• System operators
• Maintainers of infrastructure and rolling stock
• Passenger Transport Executives
• Local Transport Authorities, City, Town & County Councils
• Concessionaires
• Manufacturers and trade suppliers
• Industry advisors and experts
We take the lead role for the industry in all matters, including:
• Promoting trams, light rail and other guided transport systems
• Technical standards
• Government lobbying and liaison
• Group and industry best practice
• Centre of Procurement Excellence
• Keeper of RSP2 – including all associated guidance and standards
• Knowledge and experience transfer
• European and international liaison
• Innovation and development
Events and Activities:
UKTram provides support for all members and a network with quarterly
meetings for all its groups, along with best practice days and Light Rail Summits.
UKTram is represented within RSSB, VDV, CEN/CENELEC and UITP.
Updates and developments, as well as working groups for our activities, will be
circulated to relevant member groups and can be found on our website.
• UKTram focuses on areas and topics, chosen by its members for the
beneﬁt of the whole industry.
• We want all our members to value their membership as much
as we value theirs.
• Our philosophy is: The more we work together, the more we achieve.
UKTram activities and workstreams include:
UKTram Business Plan, Reviewing RSP2, Non-Motorised Crossings, Traction Power
Supplies, Gauge Restoration, Fleet Reliability Matrix, Tram Bell/Horn Audibility,
EMC Self Certification, 750v DC Overhead Line Standard, Road Traffic Signal Failures,
Control Room Simulator System, Driver Monitoring System, Mobility Scooter Accessibility,
Cycle and Tram Interfaces, Promotional Light Rail Video, Barriers to Light Rail Progress,
Environmental and Health Impacts, Cost Sector Benefit, Horse-Drawn Tram Operation,
Tram-Train Learning Report, Government Lobbying, Top Ten Future Systems,
HS2 Connectivity Plan, Non-Metro EN Signalling Standard, Ultra-Light Rail
Demonstrator Development and Light Rail Test Fleet.

www.uktram.co.uk

